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ABSTRACT

This study examines how coastal banks influence wind-driven circulation along stratified continental

shelves. Numerical experiments are conducted for idealized symmetric banks; the standard bank (200 km

long and 50 km wide) has dimensions similar to the Heceta Bank complex along the Oregon shelf. Model

runs are forced with 10 days of steady winds (0.1 Pa); upwelling and downwelling cases are compared. The

bank introduces significant alongshelf variability in the currents and density fields. Upwelling-favorable

winds create an upwelling front and a baroclinic jet (flowing opposite coastal-trapped wave propagation) that

bend around the standard bank, approximately centered on the 90-m isobath. The upwelling jet is strongest

over the upstream bank half, where it advects a tongue of dense water over the bank. There is a current

reversal shoreward of the main jet at the bank center. Upwelling is most intense over the upstream part of the

bank, while there is reduced upwelling and even downwelling over other bank sections. Downwelling-

favorable winds create a near-bottom density front and a baroclinic jet (flowing in the direction of coastal-

trapped wave propagation) that bend around the standard bank; the jet core moves from the 150-m isobath to

the 100-m isobath and back over the bank. The downwelling jet is slowest and widest over the bank; there are

no current reversals. Results over the bank are more similar to 2D results (that preclude alongshelf varia-

bility) than in the upwelling case. Downwelling is weakened over the bank. The density field evolution over

the bank is fundamentally different from the upwelling case. Most model results for banks with different

dimensions are qualitatively similar to the standard run. The exceptions are banks having a radius of cur-

vature smaller than the inertial radius; the main jet remains detached from the coast far downstream from

these banks. The lowest-order across-stream momentum balance indicates that the depth-averaged flow is

geostrophic. Advection, ageostrophic pressure gradients, wind stress, and bottom stress are all important in

the depth-averaged alongstream momentum balance over the bank. There is considerable variability in

alongstream momentum balances over different bank sections. Across-shelf and alongshelf advection both

change the density field over the bank. Barotropic potential vorticity is not conserved, but the tendency for

relative vorticity changes and depth changes to partially counter each other results in differences between the

upwelling and downwelling jet paths over the bank. Only certain areas of the bank have significant vertical

velocities. In these areas of active upwelling and downwelling, vertical velocities at the top of the bottom

boundary layer are due to either the jet crossing isobaths or bottom Ekman pumping.

1. Introduction

There is pronounced alongshelf variability in coastal

upwelling and downwelling in many areas. This varia-

bility can be caused by alongshelf changes in wind

forcing (e.g., Kelly 1985), by instabilities in wind-driven

currents (e.g., Durski and Allen 2005), by capes and

other coastline features (e.g., Arthur 1965; Johnson

et al. 1980; Barth et al. 2000; Rodrigues and Lorenzzetti

2001), and by alongshelf variations in bathymetry (e.g.,

Peffley and O’Brien 1976; Weisberg et al. 2000; Zaytsev

et al. 2003). Coastal upwelling can be intensified in the

vicinity of coastal banks, such as those on the New

Jersey shelf (e.g., Song et al. 2001) and the Heceta Bank

complex on the Oregon continental shelf (e.g., Kosro
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2005; Barth et al. 2005). The baroclinic upwelling jet can

move offshore and cross isobaths at these banks. Most

research has focused on the upwelling regime; but it also

is important to understand how alongshelf bathymetric

variations influence downwelling circulation. The pre-

sent process modeling study explores how coastal banks

affect the wind-driven circulation along a stratified

continental shelf. Upwelling and downwelling condi-

tions are compared and contrasted to each other and to

conditions along a straight shelf. This research studies

the dynamic reasons underlying the wind response

asymmetries such as different upwelling and downwel-

ling intensities and different baroclinic jet paths.

Several mechanisms may influence dynamics in the vi-

cinity of capes and banks. Inviscid theory suggests a baro-

clinic jet can centrifugally separate from the coast around

a cape if the coastline radius of curvature is smaller

than the inertial radius (V/f, the velocity magnitude di-

vided by the planetary vorticity) of the jet (Bormans

and Garrett 1989; Klinger 1994). Similarly, inviscid flow

traveling along an isobath will centrifugally separate

if the Rossby number involving the isobath radius of

curvature (Rob 5 V/frb, where rb is the radius of cur-

vature) exceeds one (Jiang 1995). In this situation, in-

ertia would prevent the flow from following the isobath

path, so the flow would cross isobaths. Insight from

coastal hydraulics suggests that the straight shelf break

and coastline curvature around capes can exert hydrau-

lic control on the upwelling jet, leading to separation

and increased upwelling downstream of the cape (Dale

and Barth 2001). Other mechanisms may produce ad-

ditional upwelling or downwelling around capes and

banks. Arthur (1965) points to the importance of along-

stream changes in relative vorticity due to jet curvature

or width changes. Upwelling downstream of capes such

as Punta Curaumilla, Chile, has been attributed to rel-

ative vorticity changes linked to the upwelling jet curv-

ing around the coast (e.g., Johnson et al. 1980; Figueroa

and Moffat 2000). Upwelling and downwelling may be

induced as coastal flows cross isobaths (Peffley and

O’Brien 1976). Acceleration as a jet shoals over ba-

thymetry can lead to increased bottom stress and sus-

tained topographic upwelling (or downwelling) in the

bottom boundary layer (e.g., Oke and Middleton 2000).

Over the Heceta Bank complex, bottom stress is im-

portant (e.g., Oke et al. 2002; Gan and Allen 2005) and

bottom stress curl drives upwelling along the inshore

edge of the upwelling jet (e.g., Kurapov et al. 2005). It is

possible that many mechanisms including local wind-

driven upwelling (or downwelling), flow separation,

alongstream vorticity changes, across-isobath flow, and

bottom stress curl may influence the density field and

wind-driven circulation in the vicinity of Heceta Bank.

A fundamental difference between the upwelling and

downwelling regimes involves the evolution of the

density field in response to the wind-driven across-shelf

circulation and alongshelf density advection in the vi-

cinity of a bank. There also are significant differences in

the near-bottom density and flow fields for the two re-

gimes (e.g., Trowbridge and Lentz 1991; Allen et al.

1995; Allen and Newberger 1996). Flow driven by

downwelling-favorable winds can interact differently

with alongshelf bathymetric variations than the flow

during upwelling conditions. An asymmetric cape or

bank may create qualitatively different responses for

the two cases. There can be an asymmetric response

even over symmetric banks. Arguments involving the

conservation of potential vorticity for unforced, fric-

tionless, barotropic flow have been put forward as a

possible explanation for asymmetric response between

the two wind regimes (e.g., Castelao and Barth 2006).

According to this reasoning, upon shoaling over a bank

each jet would develop anticyclonic vorticity, causing

the upwelling jet to bend offshore and the downwelling

jet to curve onshore. The importance of barotropic

potential vorticity conservation during upwelling and

downwelling over a bank will be examined in this study.

This study investigates the dynamics of wind-driven

flow in the vicinity of coastal banks that widen and

change the slope of the continental shelf. The charac-

teristics of the upwelling and downwelling regimes are

compared. Part I of this study numerically models flow

over idealized banks. The standard run is a symmetric

bank with similar dimensions to the Heceta Bank

complex. The stratification, shelf slope, and wind forc-

ing are representative of conditions on the Oregon

continental shelf. Part II focuses on flow over the

Heceta Bank complex itself (Whitney and Allen 2009).

The following section of this paper describes the model

configuration for Part I. Section 3 draws insight from

two-dimensional model results (having no alongshelf

variability). Section 4 describes the density and current

fields that develop over the standard idealized bank

during upwelling and downwelling conditions. Section 5

discusses flow characteristics for different latitudes and

over banks with different dimensions. Upwelling and

downwelling dynamics are described in section 6; the

momentum and density balances are calculated and

vertical velocity contributions are analyzed. The final

section includes a summary and conclusions.

2. Model configuration

The Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS, ver-

sion 2.1) is used in this study. The governing equations

and differencing schemes are discussed in Haidvogel
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et al. (2000) and in Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2005).

ROMS is a finite-difference model that solves the hy-

drostatic nonlinear primitive equations. Vertical differ-

encing is achieved with terrain-following s coordinates

(Song and Haidvogel 1994). In this study, the model is

run with a third-order upwind advection scheme for

momentum (Shchepetkin and McWilliams 1998) and a

fourth-order centered advection scheme for tracers. The

horizontal pressure gradient is treated with a spline den-

sity Jacobian (Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2003) after

subtracting the background stratification. Mixing along

s-coordinate surfaces is Laplacian; the horizontal vis-

cosity and diffusivity are set at 2 m2 s21. Vertical mixing

follows the Mellor–Yamada level 2.5 closure scheme

(Mellor and Yamada 1982); the background vertical vis-

cosity and diffusivity are 1025 m2 s21 and 1026 m2 s21,

respectively. Bottom stress is calculated with a quadratic

drag law using a bottom roughness of 1022 m. Potential

density is used in these simulations in place of individu-

ally evolving temperature and salinity.

The model domain (Fig. 1) is 200 km wide and 600 km

long. A straight coast borders the east side of the domain.

The x and y axes are positive in the eastward and

northward directions, respectively. The origin is at the

coast in the center of the domain. Horizontal resolution is

2 km throughout the domain. Vertical resolution is sup-

plied by 40 s-coordinate levels. The nonlinear stretching

of these s coordinates is set using the equations in Song

and Haidvogel (1994) with hc 5 10 m, u 5 5, and b 5 1.

This s-coordinate configuration allows for better resolu-

tion near the surface and bottom. The domain is periodic

in the y direction. Free-slip conditions are applied along

the coast. On the offshore boundary, gravity wave radi-

ation is applied to surface elevation and depth-averaged

tangential velocity y. A Flather condition links the depth-

averaged boundary-normal velocity u to the surface el-

evation. Flow through the offshore open boundary is

constrained to have zero net volume flux. Zero gradient

conditions are applied to the vertically varying velocities

and potential density along the offshore boundary. The

model is run with time steps of 7.3 s for the depth-aver-

aged mode and 240 s for the depth-varying mode.

The model bathymetry along the straight shelf has a

slope a of 1022; this is typical of the continental shelf

along the U.S. West Coast. A 10-m minimum depth is

imposed next to the coast (instead of tapering to zero at

the shore) and a 1000-m maximum depth is imposed

beyond 100 km offshore. The average slope is the same

in the vicinity of the bank since the coast and the 1000-m

isobath are straight. The slope is gentler inshore of the

bank edge and steeper offshore. The 200-m isobath

defines the bank edge in these model runs. The bank is

formed by bending this isobath offshore with a raised

cosine function of wavelength L and width W (Fig. 1).

Depths increase piecewise linearly from the coast to the

bank edge and offshore to the shelf edge. The minimum

radius of curvature along the 200-m isobath is at the

bank crest (y 5 0 km): rb 5 L2/2p2W. The standard

model run has a bank with L 5 200 km and W 5 50 km

(rb 5 40.5 km). This bank geometry is the same scale as

the bathymetry of the Heceta Bank complex (on the

Oregon shelf) studied in Part II. The planetary vorticity

f is 1.022 3 1024 s21 (the value at 44.58 latitude);

f is positive for the upwelling case and negative for the

downwelling case. Varying the sign of f is equivalent to

varying the wind stress sign for these symmetric bank

FIG. 1. Model domain and bathymetry for the standard run

(L 5 200 km, W 5 50 km); isobaths are contoured with a 100-m

interval. The slope along the straight shelf is 1022. The symmetric

bank is constructed by bending the 200-m isobath with a raised

cosine function of wavelength L and width W.
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runs. Choosing to vary the sign of f facilitates inter-

comparison between the upwelling and downwelling

cases since alongshelf flow is in the same direction for

both cases. The model is initialized with zero velocities

and constant stratification. The initial buoyancy fre-

quency N is 1022 s21. The slope Burger number N2a2/f2

on the shelf is one and the internal Rossby radius Nh/f

is 20 km for h 5 200 m and 5 km for h 5 50 m. The model

is forced with a spatially uniform alongshelf wind stress

tsy of 20.1 Pa (blowing toward the south). After a half-

day ramping period, the wind stress remains constant

for the 10-day duration of the run. All results discussed

in this paper have been averaged over an inertial period

(17 h). Other model runs (described in section 5) vary

the length and width of the bank. The initial stratifica-

tion and wind stress are held constant among the runs to

focus on the effects of altering bank geometry.

3. Two-dimensional solutions

There should be pronounced alongshelf variability in

the vicinity of banks. Therefore, the wind-driven flow

regime should exhibit three-dimensional (3D) dynam-

ics. Two-dimensional (2D) solutions (variable across

shelf and with depth, but assumed uniform alongshelf)

using local straight shelf and bank topography, never-

theless, are useful benchmarks. Differences between the

2D solutions over different topography may imply some

of the features of the 3D flow field. The 2D model re-

sults are run with the same settings described in sec-

tion 2. The bathymetry is from a shelf cross section (y 5

300 km) and a bank section (y 5 0 km). Figures 2 and 3,

respectively, show cross sections of the 2D upwelling

(tsy , 0, f . 0) and downwelling (tsy , 0, f , 0) solu-

tions after 10 days of steady winds.

The density field during upwelling conditions (Fig. 2)

exhibits upwelled isopycnals and a nearshore density

front. The upwelling is driven by offshore surface Ekman

transport and compensating onshore flow in the inte-

rior and bottom boundary layer. A baroclinic coastal jet

flowing alongshelf in the direction of the winds (oppo-

site the direction of coastal-trapped wave propagation)

is in geostrophic balance with the across-shelf pressure

gradient; the jet is in thermal wind balance with the

upwelled isopycnals. Vertical velocities (not shown) are

associated with upslope flow concentrated in the bottom

layer and fluctuating circulation cells at the surface near

the upwelling front. These results are consistent with

previous 2D upwelling studies (Allen et al. 1995). Over

the straight shelf, the jet core is centered over the 90-m

isobath (9 km offshore) with an 80 cm s21 maximum

surface velocity. Over the gentle slope of the bank ba-

thymetry (lower panels), the baroclinic jet is wider and

slower (with less horizontal shear) than over the shelf

bathymetry. The velocity core and upwelling front are

located farther offshore over the bank. The near-surface

upwelling zone has the same vertical extent and degree

of density change.

FIG. 2. Cross sections of 2D upwelling solutions on day 10. (top) The shelf results (y 5 300 km). (bottom) The

bank results (y 5 0 km). Alongshelf velocity (positive northward) and across-shelf velocity (positive onshore) are

contoured. Isopycnals are line contoured (0.25 kg m23 interval) on the alongshelf velocity graphs.
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The density field during downwelling conditions (Fig. 3)

exhibits downwelled isopycnals and a near-bottom den-

sity front close to the coast. The downwelling is driven

by onshore surface Ekman transport and offshore re-

turn flow below the surface layer. As in the upwelling

cases, a baroclinic alongshelf jet develops in geostrophic

balance with the across-shelf pressure gradient; the jet

is in thermal wind balance with the sloped isopycnals.

It flows in the same direction as the winds (in the di-

rection of coastal-trapped wave propagation). The

downwelling jet and upwelling jet flow in the same di-

rection in these experiments because the sign of f is

switched instead of the wind stress sign. Vertical ve-

locities (not shown) are associated with the downwel-

ling front and symmetric instabilities in the bottom

mixed layer. The stratified 2D downwelling regime and

symmetric instabilities have been described previously

by Allen and Newberger (1996). The upwelling and

downwelling cases have similar lateral and vertical

scales for the baroclinic jet. The downwelling jet core,

however, is farther offshore and slower: over the

straight shelf the core is centered over the 150-m isobath

(15 km offshore) with a 50 cm s21 maximum velocity.

The downwelling jet has less vertical shear, which is

linked through thermal wind balance to the smaller

across-shelf density gradient. There is no surface density

change during downwelling (and no near-surface across-

shelf density gradient); the density change signature is

concentrated near the bottom. The downwelling circu-

lation creates a thick bottom mixed layer, whereas in

upwelling the region near the bottom boundary is highly

stratified (Trowbridge and Lentz 1991). As in the up-

welling case, the downwelling jet is wider, slower, and

farther offshore over the bank than over the straight shelf.

The differences in the geostrophic jet over the shelf

and bank result in differences in the across-shelf pres-

sure gradient. Figure 4 shows the across-shelf sea level

variations over the shelf and bank bathymetry for the

2D upwelling and downwelling cases. In both cases, the

surface elevation displacement is larger over the bank at

every distance offshore. These differences suggest the

existence of alongshelf pressure gradients over the bank

in the 3D case. The 2D upwelling results predict a sea

level depression over the bank that might balance a

geostrophic flow offshore around the upstream side and

back onshore around the downstream half. The 2D

downwelling results imply a sea level dome that also

might balance a geostrophic jet flowing around the

bank. These alongshelf variations in local 2D upwelling

and downwelling dynamics may influence the 3D flow

field. There are strong similarities between the 2D and

3D sea level trends (included in Fig. 4) over the shelf

and bank. Alongshelf advection of momentum and

density, however, lead to significant departures from 2D

dynamics in the vicinity of the bank.

4. Results for the standard run

The standard run involves 3D solutions over a cosine

bank with dimensions (L 5 200 km, W 5 50 km) similar

to the Heceta Bank complex. This section describes the

velocity and density fields driven by steady wind forcing

FIG. 3. Cross sections of 2D downwelling solutions on day 10. Panels are arranged as in Fig. 2.
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(tsy 5 20.1 Pa). The sign of f is changed between the

upwelling ( f . 0) and downwelling ( f , 0) cases. The

analysis in this section focuses on the flow regime after

10 days of winds.

a. Upwelling case

During the onset of upwelling-favorable winds, up-

welling begins along the entire coast. At this early stage,

alongshelf velocities are weak and the jet is widest over

the bank. Analysis of results indicates that an alongshelf

sea surface gradient develops (with sea level lowest over

the bank). This pressure gradient is associated with the

deflection of the geostrophic jet offshore over the up-

stream half of the bank and back onshore over the

downstream half. As winds continue, the flow acceler-

ates and bends around the bank with increasing curva-

ture. Away from the bank, the upwelling front is near

the coast and the circulation matches the 2D solution.

By day 10 (Fig. 5a) on the straight shelf, the baroclinic

jet is 40 km wide, the jet core is over the 90-m isobath,

and the core velocity is 80 cm s21. The jet deflects from

the coast at the bank and reattaches downstream of the

bank; the jet core approximately follows the 90-m iso-

bath. Streamlines offshore of the main jet are shallower

over the bank than along the straight shelf. The jet is

fastest over the upstream part of the bank and slowest

over the downstream half. On the bank inshore of the

main jet, flow reverses then turns anticyclonically and

flows downstream again along the coast.

Depth-averaged density contours initially are parallel

to isobaths, but upwelling and advection modify the

density field. By day 10 (Fig. 5a), a tongue of high-density

water extends over the upstream half of the bank along

the inshore edge of the jet. The evolution of this feature

suggests that the dense waters have been advected from

the upstream bank edge, where coastal density is highest.

Figure 6a indicates that bottom density increases due to

upwelling are concentrated inshore of the 200-m isobath.

The upstream edge of the bank is the area with the

largest density change. Density increases are more pro-

nounced on the upstream half of the bank than on the

downstream half, where density changes are smaller than

on the straight shelf. There are two areas of bottom

density increase over the bank: inshore of the main jet

over the upstream half and downstream between the 100-

and 200-m isobaths where the jet converges as it flows

back toward the coast.

The relative vorticity of the depth-averaged flow gives

information about the horizontal shear, the importance

of advective terms, and the flow curvature. Relative

vorticity z can be expressed in natural coordinates as

z 5�›V

›n
1

V

r
. (1)

In this coordinate system, s is aligned with transport

streamlines (positive in the flow direction) and n is

across stream (positive to the left looking downstream).

The vorticity associated with lateral shear of the jet is

given by the first term in (1), which represents the

across-stream derivative of depth-averaged velocity V.

The second term in (1) is the vorticity associated with

alongstream changes in streamline orientation (›u/›s).

This curvature vorticity is the speed divided by the ra-

dius of curvature of the flow (where 1/r 5 ›u/›s). The

ratio of the curvature vorticity V/r and planetary vor-

ticity f is a Rossby number Ro 5 V/fr. This Rossby

number measures the relative importance of advection

in the depth-averaged across-stream momentum equa-

tion; r 5 V/f and Ro 5 1 for inertial motion (Holton

1992). Since this Ro definition involves the radius of

curvature rather than the more common choice of either

the length or width scale of the flow, the interpretation

of Ro is different from usual; for instance, Ro 5 0 for

any flow that follows a straight path.

The jet vorticity of the depth-averaged flow (scaled

by f) is contoured for the upwelling case in Fig. 7a. The

shoreward side of the jet is characterized by positive

relative vorticity of order f. The seaward shear zone is

wider with smaller values of negative jet vorticity (this

asymmetry also is present in the surface vorticity field).

Magnitudes of the jet vorticity are smaller over the

downstream half of the bank, where the jet is slower and

wider. The curvature vorticity scaled by f (Fig. 8a) is of

order 0.1. These low Rossby number values indicate that

the lowest-order across-stream momentum balance does

FIG. 4. Across-shelf surface elevation trends (day 10). Solid lines

indicate 2D solutions and dashed lines are from 3D results. Surface

elevations are negative during upwelling and positive during

downwelling. The differences between shelf and bank results imply

a sea level depression over the bank during upwelling and a sea

level rise during downwelling.
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not include advection even in turning regions. Curvature

vorticity is largest within the jet over the upstream half

of the bank. These positive values reflect the counter-

clockwise curving of the jet around the bank and the

reversing of the flow inshore of the main jet. The positive

and negative patches at the upstream bank edge, offshore

bank center, and downstream bank edge are the signa-

ture of the flow bending around the bank. The Rossby

number range associated with these patches is 60.05.

The Rossby number magnitude that would be necessary

for a 30 cm s21 flow to follow the 200-m isobath exactly

(with minimum rb 5 40.5 km) is V/frb 5 60.07. The small

curvature vorticity indicates that centrifugal acceleration

remains small relative to the geostrophic terms in the

depth-averaged across-stream momentum balance. Depth-

averaged flow does not follow isobaths exactly as it

traverses the bank, even though the isobath radius of

curvature is much larger than the inertial radius of the

flow (V/f , 10 km, Ro� 1).

The cross sections at y 5 300 km and y 5 0 km (Fig. 9)

can be compared to the 2D solutions (Fig. 2). The up-

welling circulation far from the bank matches the 2D

solution. There are pronounced differences over the

bank (y 5 0 km). There is a region of downwelled iso-

pycnals at middepth on the seaward side of the main

jet. The upwelling front is farther offshore and the dis-

tribution of density increases differs greatly from the 2D

solution. Unlike the wide jet occupying the entire bank

in the 2D run, the main jet is narrow and detached from

the coast. The across-shelf circulation over the bank

departs from the 2D regime of offshore transport near

the surface and onshore flow concentrated in the bot-

tom boundary layer. Vertical velocities (not shown) are

upward in the nearshore upwelling region and down-

ward in the offshore downwelling area. In some areas

over the bank bottom transport is offshore. There is a

secondary zone of upwelling and associated alongshelf

velocities offshore of the shelf break. Secondary up-

welling at a shelf break has been described previously

(O’Brien and Hurlburt 1972; Hill and Johnson 1974).

The discussion in this paper focuses on the main jet and

the coastal upwelling front.

b. Downwelling case

Downwelling initially begins near the coast every-

where along the shelf. An alongshelf sea surface gradi-

ent develops (with sea level highest over the bank) that

is consistent with the geostrophic jet curving around the

bank. By day 10 (Fig. 5b), the jet is 50 km wide with its

core centered over the 150-m isobath with a 50 cm s21

maximum velocity on the straight shelf. Streamlines

bend around the bank but do not follow isobaths ex-

actly. The jet flows over shallower depths over the bank;

the jet core shoals to the 105-m isobath at the bank

FIG. 5. Depth-averaged velocity vectors and transport streamlines (gray lines) for the standard run on day 10 during (a)

upwelling and (b) downwelling. Depth-averaged density fields with isobaths contoured at a 100-m interval (gray lines) for day

10 during (c) upwelling and (d) downwelling.
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center. The downwelling jet is farther offshore than the

upwelling jet over the straight shelf, but shoals to near

the isobath that the upwelling jet occupies over the

bank. Depth-averaged velocities are slowest over the

bank, where the jet is widest. Unlike the upwelling flow

field, jet speeds are largely symmetric about the bank

center and there are no reversed currents.

Downwelling has decreased depth-averaged potential

densities (Fig. 5b) within the 200-m isobath. The depth-

averaged density contours are approximately aligned

with isobaths. Density monotonically decreases toward

the coast over the straight shelf and the bank. In con-

trast, the upwelling case (Fig. 5a) has a tongue of dense

water that changes the sign of the across-shelf density

gradient. In the downwelling case, bottom densities

have decreased over the shelf and bank (Fig. 6b). The

density changes are concentrated along the 100-m iso-

bath. Unlike the upwelling case, there is little density

change near the coast. This difference arises because the

downwelling source waters are the constant-density

surface waters, whereas upwelling brings increasingly

dense waters from lower depths to the coast. With

constant-density surface waters, the maximum possible

bottom density decrease Drbot due to 2D downwelling is

proportional to depth h; for a constant initial stratifi-

cation (N2) the maximum change is jDrbotj # roN2h/g.

With constant initial stratification, there is no simi-

lar limit on bottom density change for upwelling. The

alongshelf differences in bottom density change during

downwelling are less pronounced than during upwell-

ing. Bottom density decreases most over the straight

shelf; the bank is a region of reduced downwelling.

Density changes are smallest over the downstream half

of the bank. A region of low bottom density extends

FIG. 7. Jet relative vorticity of the depth-averaged flow (2›V/›n)

scaled by |f | during (a) upwelling and (b) downwelling on day 10.

Isobaths are shown as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 8. Curvature relative vorticity of the depth-averaged flow

(V/r) scaled by |f | during (a) upwelling and (b) downwelling on day 10.

Isobaths are shown as in Fig. 5. The contour range is 10 times

smaller than for Fig. 7.

FIG. 6. Bottom density change (day 10) from the initial state

during (a) upwelling and (b) downwelling. Density increases in the

upwelling case and decreases in the downwelling case. Isobaths are

shown as in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 9. Cross sections during upwelling (day 10). (top row) Results on the straight shelf (y 5 300 km). (bottom

rows) The sequence southward over the standard bank at a 50-km interval. Alongshelf velocity (positive northward)

and across-shelf velocity (positive onshore) are color contoured. Isopycnals are line contoured (0.25 kg m23 interval)

on the alongshelf velocity graphs.
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across the upstream half along the downwelling front.

There also is a wider area of downwelled water offshore

at the downstream edge of the bank.

The relative vorticity of the jet divided by jfj ( f , 0

for this case) is shown in Fig. 7b. The jet vorticity is

anticyclonic (20.5f) on the shoreward side of the down-

welling jet. The seaward cyclonic shear zone is less in-

tense and wider. Jet vorticity values are low over most of

the bank where the jet is slowest and widest. The cur-

vature vorticity (Fig. 8b) shows the bending of the flow

around the bank. Flow turns cyclonically offshore at

the upstream edge of the bank, curves anticyclonically

around the bank, and turns cyclonically at the down-

stream edge to flow parallel to the coast again. The radius

of curvature of the 200-m isobath is much larger than the

inertial radius (Rob 5 V/frb � 1). The flow curvature

vorticity (60.04f) is less than is necessary to follow iso-

baths perfectly. In contrast to the upwelling case, the

curvature within the core of the jet is similar to offshore.

The vertical structure of the downwelling regime is

shown in the density and velocity sections (Fig. 10). The

section over the straight shelf (y 5 300 km) matches the

2D downwelling solution (Fig. 3). The baroclinic jet has

the same width and depth scale as the upwelling case,

but the core velocity is slower and the vertical shear is

lower because of the smaller across-shelf density gra-

dients (especially near the surface). As in the 2D solu-

tion, flow is onshore at the surface and offshore near the

bottom inshore of the front. The 3D results at the bank

center (y 5 0 km) are similar to the 2D bank solution

(Fig. 3). The general similarity between the 3D and 2D

solutions over the bank is not seen in the upwelling case.

For all sections (Fig. 10), density decreases are con-

centrated in the bottom mixed layer (where isopycnals

are near vertical) out to the 200-m isobath. There is

weak upwarping of isopycnals at middepth over the

offshore edge of the bank (y 5 225 km to y 5 25 km).

This upwelling is not as strong as the downwelling that

occurs in the upwelling case on the seaward side of the

jet (Fig. 9). The alongshelf velocity sections show the

detachment and reattachment to the coast as the jet

travels around the bank. The interior across-shelf ve-

locities are offshore over the upstream side of the bank

and onshore over the downstream side. The influence of

onshore surface Ekman transport is evident in all sec-

tions. Downstream of the bank, the density and velocity

fields match the 2D shelf solution.

5. Results for other latitudes and bank dimensions

This section investigates upwelling and downwelling

dynamics at different latitudes and over banks with

different dimensions. It is important to identify robust

flow features among the runs and differences resulting

from parameter changes. Section 5a examines runs with

different planetary vorticities and looks at alongstream

changes in barotropic potential vorticity. Section 5b com-

pares runs with banks of different lengths and widths.

Some of these runs exhibit a higher degree of flow sep-

aration from isobaths than the standard runs.

a. Varying planetary vorticity

Upwelling and downwelling cases have been run for

low-latitude (631.58, f 5 60.762 3 1024 s21), midlati-

tude (644.58, f 5 61.022 3 1024 s21), and high-latitude

(6708, f 5 61.371 3 1024 s21) conditions over the

standard bank geometry; the planetary vorticity is suc-

cessively increased by a factor of 1.34 from the low- to

high-latitude runs. The velocity and density fields for

each latitude are qualitatively similar for the standard

bank. The following analysis of the jet path indicates

differences among the runs. The differences between the

upwelling and downwelling regimes are much stronger

than the variations created by changing planetary vor-

ticity from low- to high-latitude values.

Changing latitude modifies the potential vorticity field.

The barotropic potential vorticity PV, involving the rel-

ative vorticity of the depth-averaged flow z 5 yx � uy, is

defined as

PV 5
z 1 f

h
. (2)

The total derivative of PV can be separated into a term

involving depth changes and one involving absolute

vorticity changes (relative vorticity changes on an f

plane):

D(PV)

Dt
5�PV

h

Dh

Dt
1

1

h

D(z 1 f )

Dt
(3a)

with the operator

D( )

Dt
5

›( )

›t
1 u

›( )

›x
1 y

›( )

›y
. (3b)

If barotropic potential vorticity is conserved, the two

terms on the right side of (3a) offset each other and the

total PV derivative is zero. Castelao and Barth (2006)

suggested that barotropic potential vorticity conser-

vation may explain some differences between upwell-

ing and downwelling jets as they flow over banks. A

shoaling flow attempting to conserve potential vorticity

would generate more anticyclonic vorticity (opposite

the sign of f) to conserve potential vorticity, while a flow

moving over deeper waters would generate more
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cyclonic vorticity (same sign as f). After crossing iso-

baths (either onshore or offshore), an upwelling jet

would curve back toward its initial isobath, while a

downwelling jet would curve away from the original

isobath. Friction and other effects, however, can be-

come important over banks, so barotropic potential

vorticity may not be conserved over banks because of

frictional and baroclinic torques.

The path of the upwelling jet for low-, mid-, and high-

latitude runs (Fig. 11a) is tracked by following the

transport streamline that originates in the jet core over

the straight shelf. In each run, the jet core originates

FIG. 10. Cross sections during downwelling (day 10). The panels are arranged as in Fig. 9.
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on the 90-m isobath and oscillates around this isobath

over the bank. Depths along the jet core path (Fig. 11b)

vary between 81 and 104 m. Depth variations decrease

with increasing latitude. The behavior of the upwelling

jet as it oscillates around its initial isobath over the bank

is consistent with relative vorticity changes and depth

changes partially countering each other to minimize

barotropic potential vorticity changes. Furthermore, the

depth variations decrease as the across-isobath gradients

in potential vorticity increase (with higher f values).

The core of the downwelling jet shoals over the bank

(Fig. 11c). The jet core moves from the 150-m isobath

over the straight shelf to between the 102- and 112-m

isobaths at the bank center (Fig. 11d). The downwelling

jet shoals the most for the low-latitude run. All down-

welling runs exhibit much more isobath departure than

the upwelling runs. The downwelling jet bends away

from the original isobath over the upstream bank half;

this behavior is consistent with the potential vorticity

arguments just described.

The potential vorticity is positive everywhere in the

upwelling case and negative everywhere in the down-

welling case, since the relative vorticity is nowhere large

enough (Fig. 7) to change the absolute vorticity sign.

The total derivatives in (3a) along the jet path are shown

for the upwelling (Fig. 12a) and downwelling (Fig. 12b)

cases for the standard midlatitude run. In the upwelling

case (Fig. 12a), positive derivatives indicate increasing

PV due to either shoaling or relative vorticity increasing

(becoming less anticyclonic or more cyclonic). In the

downwelling case (Fig. 12b), positive derivatives indi-

cate increasing PV (smaller negative values for f , 0)

due to either deeper depths or relative vorticity in-

creasing (becoming less cyclonic or more anticyclonic).

Barotropic potential vorticity is not conserved in either

the upwelling or downwelling case; the total derivative

of PV is the same scale as the two component terms.

Frictional torque is one reason potential vorticity is not

conserved over the bank. The alongstream momentum

balance (section 6) indicates the importance of bottom

friction, and other studies (e.g., Kurapov et al. 2005)

have shown the importance of frictional torques over

banks. Even though potential vorticity is not conserved,

there is a tendency for relative vorticity changes and

FIG. 11. Path of the streamline following the jet core for upwelling and downwelling runs with different f (day 10): (a) path

during upwelling, (b) bottom depth along path during upwelling, (c) path during downwelling, (d) bottom depth along path

during downwelling. The thick black, dark gray, and light gray lines are the low f (0.762 3 1024 s21), standard f (1.022 3 1024 s21),

and high f (1.371 3 1024 s21) results, respectively. The thin black line follows the isobath that the jet core is centered on along

the straight shelf. Thin gray lines contour bathymetry at a 100-m interval.
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depth changes to partially counter each other in both

cases; the two terms on the right side of (3a) partially

offset each other over much of the bank. Because of this

tendency, the upwelling jet curves toward its initial iso-

bath, while the downwelling jet tends to bend away.

These dynamics lead to pronounced differences in the jet

path over the bank: the upwelling jet oscillates about its

initial isobath and curves offshore, while the downwelling

jet departs from its initial isobath and shoals onshore

over the bank.

b. Varying bank dimensions

This section describes upwelling and downwelling

circulation in the vicinity of banks with different ge-

ometries. Model settings and wind forcing are the same

as used in the standard run; only the bank length and

width (as defined in section 2) are changed. One set of

runs varies length (from 20 to 400 km) while holding

width constant at 50 km (the standard run value). The

other set varies bank width (from 5 to 70 km) while

holding length constant at 200 km (the standard run

value). Figures 13 and 14 compare streamline paths for

each run in the upwelling and downwelling cases, re-

spectively. In these figures, the streamline that follows

the 200-m isobath far upstream of the bank is tracked.

The 200-m isobath of each run also is plotted for ref-

erence. The first panel in each figure includes the length-

varying set of runs, the second panel shows the width-

varying set, and the third panel scales all results by

length and width. The maximum offshore excursion of

this streamline for each run versus bank width is shown

in Fig. 15. Offshore excursions for 2D results are in-

cluded as a benchmark; these excursions are computed

by comparing the 2D solutions over the bank and

straight shelf.

The streamlines in most upwelling runs follow a

similar path relative to the isobaths. All but three runs

in the length-varying set (Fig. 13a) have the same

across-shelf excursion. The shorter banks (L 5 20, 50,

100 km) are the exceptions. The streamlines in these

cases move farther offshore and overshoot the bank

downstream. The minimum radii of curvature for the

100-, 50-, and 20-km banks are 10, 2.5, and 0.4 km, re-

spectively. The scale for the inertial radius V/f of the

flow is 10 km (the inertial radius is 8 km for 80 cm s21

and is 4 km for 40 cm s21). Thus, the isobath curvature

radius rb of the shortest three banks is near or smaller

than the inertial radius (Rob 5 V/frb $ 1). Centrifugal

acceleration (and the curvature vorticity) would have to

grow large to allow the flow to approximately follow

isobaths and bend around these tightly turning banks.

Instead, there is extreme separation from isobaths and a

pronounced overshoot of streamlines past these banks.

FIG. 12. Changes in barotropic potential vorticity [PV 5 (f 1 z)/h] along the streamline

following the jet core in the standard (a) upwelling and (b) downwelling cases. The thick light

gray, dark gray, and black lines indicate D(PV)/Dt, 2(PV/h)Dh/Dt, and (1/h)Dz/Dt,

respectively.
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The upwelling jet passes over much deeper waters as it

overshoots these short banks. The streamlines in the

runs within the width-varying set (Fig. 13b) detach and

reattach to the 200-m isobath at the same location. All

banks in the width-varying set have minimum isobath

radii of curvature (ranging from 29 to 405 km) that are

greater than the inertial radius. The across-shelf excur-

sion of the upwelling jet increases with bank width.

Scaling by the bank dimensions (Fig. 13b) collapses the

results for all runs except the tightly turning banks

where Rob is large. For these short banks, the degree of

separation increases with bank curvature and the jet

path is asymmetric relative to the bank (with a large

downstream overshoot). Castelao and Barth (2006) also

investigate the conditions leading to separation of an

upwelling jet from bank isobaths.

The downwelling runs with varying bank length

(Fig. 14a) bend around the bank and have the same

offshore excursion, except for the three shortest banks

(where Rob $ 1). Similar to the upwelling case, the jet

in these short-bank runs overshoots the bank on the

downstream side. In contrast to the corresponding up-

welling runs, streamlines exhibit less across-shelf ex-

cursion than the other downwelling runs. The pro-

nounced departure from tightly turning isobaths in the

short-bank runs indicates that the centrifugal accelera-

tion is too small to follow isobaths. Streamlines in the

set of runs of varying bank width (Fig. 14b) detach and

reattach to the 200-m isobath at the same locations. The

across-shelf excursion increases with bank width. Scal-

ing by the bank dimensions (Fig. 14c) collapses results for

all runs except those where Rob is large. Comparing Fig.

14c to Fig. 13c indicates that offshore excursion (and

streamline curvature) is not as large as in the upwelling

case. As seen in the standard run, the downwelling jet

shoals over the bank and streamlines deviate farther

from their initial isobath than in the upwelling case.

The dependence of offshore excursion on bank width

is plotted in Fig. 15. The upwelling results all lie on the

same line except for the short-bank runs. The downw-

elling results for runs (excepting the short-bank runs)

also exhibit a linear dependence on bank width. The

FIG. 13. Streamline path for several upwelling runs (day 10). The selected streamline

originates on the 200-m isobath over the straight shelf. The 200-m isobath for each bank also is

graphed (thin light gray lines). Two sets of runs were completed: (a) varying bank length while

holding width constant at 50 km and (b) varying bank width while holding length constant at

200 km. The results can be (c) scaled by bank length and width; x1 is the offshore position of

the 200-m isobath along the straight shelf.
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downwelling trend line is not as steep as the upwelling

curve because streamlines are not deflected as far off-

shore. Streamlines are inshore of their original isobath in

most upwelling runs (excepting the short-bank runs) and

all downwelling runs. The 3D results are detached more

from the coast than the 2D results in both upwelling and

downwelling cases. There also is a pronounced asym-

metry between 3D upwelling and downwelling results

that is not predicted by the 2D results.

The L 5 50 km, W 5 50 km run (Fig. 16) is one of the

short-bank runs with tightly turning isobaths (Rob . 1)

with pronounced flow separation in the upwelling and

downwelling regimes. As discussed previously, the

streamlines and depth-averaged velocity field (Fig. 16)

show how the jet overshoots and passes over deeper

waters as it flows past the bank. The tendency for the

two terms involved in barotropic potential vorticity

change (3a) to partially counter each other has different

consequences for the two regimes: the upwelling jet

tends to curve back toward isobaths, while the down-

welling jet tends to curve away from them in response to

depth changes. Consequently, the upwelling jet bends

farther offshore over the upstream bank half and the

downwelling jet remains close to the coast. Neither jet

can turn as tightly as the isobaths of this bank without

FIG. 14. Streamline path for several downwelling runs (day 10). The panels are described in

the Fig. 13 caption.

FIG. 15. Across-shelf streamline excursion vs bank width (day 10).

This graph measures the maximum offshore excursion (from x1,

the 200-m isobath position along the straight shelf) of the streamline

graphed in Figs. 11 and 12. Circles indicate the runs with varying

bank width and squares indicate the runs with varying bank length.

The three squares with the largest excursion for upwelling and

smallest excursion for downwelling are the runs with tightly

turning isobaths (Rob $ 1).
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extreme centrifugal acceleration. In the upwelling case,

the jet flows into much deeper waters over the down-

stream bank half and farther downstream; it eventually

reattaches to its original isobath. In the downwelling

case, the jet shoals first then flows over somewhat

deeper waters but never moves far offshore. The cur-

vature vorticity values for both cases (not shown) are

stronger than over the standard bank but are not strong

enough to follow the sharply turning isobaths. The

maximum curvature vorticity values (60.2f for upwelling

and 60.15f for downwelling) indicate that the advection

term in the depth-averaged across-stream momentum

balance flow remains smaller than the geostrophic terms

instead of developing enough centrifugal acceleration

to approximately follow isobaths around the tightly

turning bank. There are similarities between the results

from this run and the standard run (Fig. 7) despite the

strong flow separation. For the upwelling case, both

runs have a strong upwelling jet over the upstream part

of the bank with a current reversal inshore of the main

jet, and bottom densities increase most at the upstream

part of the bank. For the downwelling case, both runs

have the smallest bottom density decreases over the

bank.

6. Dynamics

This section investigates the dynamics that influence

upwelling and downwelling circulation in the vicinity

of a bank. Depth-averaged momentum balances for

the standard upwelling and downwelling cases are de-

scribed. Depth-averaged potential density balances and

vertical velocities in active areas of upwelling and

downwelling also are discussed.

a. Momentum balances

Depth-averaged momentum terms are calculated as

part of the ROMS standard diagnostics. Equations

(4a) and (4b) are the across-shelf (x) and alongshelf

(y) momentum equations In these equations, the

overbar denotes depth averaging, h is surface eleva-

tion, h is the time-varying depth (h 5 h 1 ho), ro is

the reference density, r are the potential densities,

tSx and tSy are the surface stress components, and

tBx and tBy are the bottom stress components. The

dispersion terms in (5) are Gs 5 Gxcosu 1 Gysinu and

Gn 5 2Gxsinu 1 Gycosu. The dispersion terms are

Gx 5 (u9u9h)x 1 (u9y9h)y and Gy 5 (u9y9h)x 1 (y9y9h)y,

where u9 and y9 are the depth-varying parts of the

velocity components. Natural coordinates can be de-

fined by the orientation of transport streamlines (as in

section 3): s is positive in the direction of flow, n is

positive to the left of the flow, V is the depth-averaged

speed, and u is the flow angle measured counter-

clockwise from the x axis. These coordinates are used

to transform (4) into alongstream and across-stream

momentum equations:

The lowest-order depth-averaged across-stream mo-

mentum balance is geostrophic. Coriolis acceleration

does not enter the alongstream momentum balance (5a);

any alongstream pressure gradient is ageostrophic. The

following discussion investigates the depth-averaged

alongstream momentum balance; all terms are signifi-

cant over the bank.

The alongstream momentum balance for the up-

welling case is shown in Fig. 17; as in (5a), positive

values of each term indicate a tendency to accelerate

the flow. Local acceleration is strong within the main

jet over the bank. The largest values occur on the up-

stream half of the bank, where jet velocities are high-

est. The jet is decelerating along the inshore edge and
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accelerating along the offshore side. This pattern is

associated with the continued offshore movement of

the jet position. Advection is strongly positive within

the jet over the upstream bank half and negative at the

downstream bank edge. Momentum is advected over

the bank by the upwelling jet, extending the high-ve-

locity region farther over the bank with time. At the

downstream bank edge, jet velocities decrease as they

are advected into the convergence zone. This decel-

eration tendency is offset by a favorable alongstream

pressure gradient. The ageostrophic pressure gradient

is in the opposite direction (negative) over the rest of

the bank; it opposes southward flow. This pressure

gradient is strongest at the bank center, where it op-

poses advection. Where the flow is reversed (north-

ward current), the pressure gradient and flow are in the

same direction. The pressure gradient tends to balance

wind stress in this region and over the downstream part

of the bank. Wind stress is spatially uniform, but the

alongstream surface stress term is inversely propor-

tional to depth and changes sign where the flow is re-

versed. The bottom stress decelerates flow close to the

coast (where it balances wind stress) and under the

advected jet. It is strongest along the inshore side of the

jet (over shallower depths). The importance of bottom

stress over Heceta Bank has been noted in the mod-

eling studies of Oke et al. (2002) and Gan and Allen

(2005).

The momentum balance for the downwelling case is

shown in Fig. 18. As in the upwelling case, there is

local deceleration along the shoreward side of the jet

and acceleration along the seaward side associated

with the offshore movement of the downwelling jet.

The local acceleration values are smaller than for up-

welling because jet velocities are lower and the off-

shore movement is not as rapid. The downwelling jet

remains closer to the coast over the bank than the

upwelling jet. Momentum is advected over the up-

stream bank half by the downwelling jet. The jet ve-

locities decrease as they enter the convergence at the

downstream bank edge. The alongstream pressure

gradient is important over the bank; it is strongest

along the coast. The pressure gradient opposes flow

over the upstream part of the bank and tends to ac-

celerate flow at the downstream convergence area

(opposing advection and bottom stress). Surface stress

is balanced by the pressure gradient (over the up-

stream half of the bank) and bottom stress. Bottom

stress is largest at the downstream edge and is impor-

tant beneath the advected downwelling jet. As in up-

welling, bottom stress is stronger along the inshore

side of the jet core position.

FIG. 16. Depth-averaged velocity vectors and transport streamlines (day 10) during (a) upwelling and (b) downwelling for a

bank (L 5 50 km, W 5 50 km) exhibiting pronounced flow separation. Bottom density change (day 10) with isobaths contoured

at a 100-m interval (gray lines) during (c) upwelling and (d) downwelling. Density increases in the upwelling case and decreases

in the downwelling case.
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b. Potential density balance

The depth-averaged density equation helps explain

the patterns of density change described in section 4.

Density equation terms are calculated as part of the

ROMS (version 2.1) diagnostics (r is the potential

density):

1

h

›rh

›t
5�1

h

›urh

›x
� 1

h

›yrh

›y
. (6)

The model runs have no surface heat flux and horizontal

diffusion is weak, therefore these terms are omitted from

(6). Depth-averaged density is only changed by across-shelf

FIG. 17. Depth-averaged alongstream momentum terms for the standard run during upwelling (day 10). The local accel-

eration is on the left-hand side of Eq. (5a) and all other terms are on the right-hand side. Positive values indicate a tendency to

accelerate flow. Isobaths are shown as in Fig. 5.
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(x) and alongshelf (y) advection. As written in (6), the

advection terms include contributions from the horizontal

divergence terms in the depth-averaged continuity equa-

tion. Following Gan and Allen (2005), the horizontal di-

vergence terms and any remaining opposing parts are

subtracted from these advection terms for analysis pur-

poses. The resulting net x and y advection terms include

only the unbalanced advection that leads to density

changes. Subtracting the horizontal divergence terms in-

troduces the continuity term associated with changes in

surface elevation: (r/h)(›h/›t). This continuity term is

subtracted from the density tendency term in (6). Figures

19 and 20 show the density tendency and net advection

terms; positive values indicate increasing densities.
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FIG. 18. Depth-averaged alongstream momentum terms for the standard run during downwelling (day 10). The panels are

described in the Fig. 17 caption.
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For the upwelling case (Fig. 19), density increases

along the upwelling front. The rate of density change is

highest over the upstream bank half. The tendency term

also is strong in the jet path over the downstream bank

half. Over the straight shelf, across-shelf advection in-

creases densities at the upwelling front (this is consistent

with 2D upwelling). Over the bank, both across-shelf

and alongshelf density advection are important (indi-

cating 3D effects). Across-shelf advection is associated

with upwelling along the front and offshore movement

FIG. 19. Depth-averaged density equation terms during upwelling (day 10). The tendency

term is on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) and the net advection terms are on the right-hand side.

Positive values indicate a tendency to increase density. The net x and y advection terms show

only the unbalanced part that effects density change (a large part of the gross advection terms

balances partially because of continuity). Isobaths are shown as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 20. Depth-averaged density equation terms during downwelling (day 10). The panels are

described in the Fig. 19 caption.
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of the frontal position. Across-shelf advection domi-

nates along the front over the upstream half of the bank.

Alongshelf density advection increases densities along

the seaward side of the jet over the upstream bank half,

at the leading edge of the dense water tongue (Fig. 5a),

and over the downstream bank half. Upwelling creates

large density changes at the upstream edge of the bank

(Figs. 5a and 6a). The upwelling jet advects this dense

water over the bank, forming a dense water tongue.

During the first days of winds (not shown), net along-

shelf density advection occurs only in this location near

the upstream bank edge. After 10 days, the dense water

tongue has reached the center of the bank, and along-

shelf density advection is extending the dense waters

over the downstream half. The density gradient switches

sign along the inshore side of the dense water tongue

(Fig. 5); this leads to a baroclinic pressure gradient

reversal that is associated with a reversal of the depth-

averaged pressure gradient and depth-averaged along-

shelf flow in this area.

The depth-averaged density balance for the down-

welling case is shown in Fig. 20. Density is decreasing

along the downwelling front (along the 100-m isobath).

The rate of change is smaller than for upwelling and

there is less difference between the bank and shelf.

Downwelling on the straight shelf occurs through across-

shelf density advection. Both across-shelf and alongshelf

advection are important on the bank. Across-shelf ad-

vection dominates over the upstream half and along-

shelf advection dominates over the downstream half.

The across-shelf advection associated with the local

across-shelf downwelling circulation is augmented by

the offshore jet deflection over the upstream bank half

and is reduced farther downstream by the bending of

the jet back toward the coast. During the first days of

winds (not shown), alongshelf advection dominates only

near the downstream edge of the bank; this region ex-

pands as winds continue. The patterns of across-shelf

and alongshelf density advection have some qualitative

similarities to the upwelling case. The density changes,

however, are of opposite sign; this leads to fundamental

differences in the evolution of the density field.

c. Vertical velocity contributions

Regions with large upward or downward vertical ve-

locities indicate active upwelling or downwelling re-

gions. Areas of large density change may not coincide

with locations of active upwelling or downwelling be-

cause of the importance of alongshelf density advection

over the bank. Thus, it is important to identify areas

with large vertical velocities and to describe the dy-

namics creating these upwelling and downwelling zones.

Contributions to the vertical velocity at the top of the

bottom boundary layer (bbl) are discussed in this sec-

tion. The approach is similar to Kurapov et al. (2005),

except they investigate w at the top of the bottom mixed

layer. For the present purposes, the top of the bbl z1 is

defined as the level above the bottom where the mag-

nitude of frictional terms in the depth-varying momen-

tum equations first becomes smaller than 1/10 of the

leading term (z1 varies with location). Where friction is

strong throughout the water column (as it is in shallow

water near the coast), z1 is set halfway between the

surface and bottom (z1 5 2h/2). The vertical velocity at

the top of the bbl is expected to include contributions

from inviscid flow crossing isobaths producing topo-

graphic upwelling and downwelling (wtopo) and from

bottom stress curl leading to bottom Ekman pumping

(wpump); the defining equations (Pedlosky 1987) are

wtopo(z1) 5 �u(z1)hx � y(z1)hy and (7)

wpump(z1) 5
1

rof

›tBy

›x
� ›tBx

›y

� �
. (8)

The difference between w(z1) and wtopo is expected to

be similar to the wpump field.

In the upwelling case, the vertical velocity at the top

of the bbl (Fig. 21a) is upward along the upwelling front

over the straight shelf. Over the bank, w(z1) is upward

at the bank center and near the offshore edge along the

downstream bank half. The vertical velocity is downward

over the upstream bank half between the 100- and 200-m

isobaths. The strongest upwelling velocities are in small

patches at the upstream edge, center, and downstream

edge of the bank. Topographic upwelling (Fig. 21b)

contributes to these strong upwelling velocities; the

upwelling jet shoals in these areas. There are areas with

downward wtopo over the upstream bank half, but these

only account for part of the active downwelling area

in the w(z1) field. The most prominent features in the

w–wtopo field (Fig. 21c) are the bands of upwelling and

downwelling along the jet path over the upstream bank

half. These bands are evidently associated with Ekman

pumping due to bottom stress curl (Fig. 21d) along each

side of the upwelling jet. Kurapov et al. (2005) point to

the importance of Ekman pumping over banks. Ekman

pumping contributes to upwelling at the bank center

and to downwelling over the upstream bank half.

In the downwelling case, w(z1) is downward near the

coast along the straight shelf (Fig. 22a). There is a

narrower band of upward velocities on the offshore side

of the downwelling region. These adjacent bands of

downwelling and upwelling are evident along the jet

path over the bank, though the associated vertical ve-

locities are weaker on the bank. These bands are
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FIG. 21. Vertical velocities at the top of the bottom boundary layer during upwelling (day 10): (a) total vertical velocity,

(b) topographic vertical velocity, (c) vertical velocity not due to topographic upwelling or downwelling, and (d) bottom Ekman

pumping velocity. Isobaths are shown as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 22. Vertical velocities at the top of the bottom boundary layer during downwelling (day 10). The panels are described in

the Fig. 21 caption.
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modulated by ;10-km patterns that likely are associ-

ated with baroclinic instabilities in the bottom boundary

layer that are the 3D evolution of the symmetric insta-

bilities in the 2D downwelling studies of Allen and

Newberger (1996). Vertical velocities are weak over

much of the bank. There is a broad area of downward

velocities over the downstream bank half and a narrow

area of upwelling at the offshore edge over the up-

stream half; the downwelling and upwelling in these

locations are linked to wtopo (Fig. 22b). The w–wtopo

field (Fig. 22c) contains the signature of Ekman pump-

ing (Fig. 22d); the downwelling band is inshore of the

upwelling band in this case.

This analysis indicates that topographic upwelling/

downwelling and bottom Ekman pumping both make

important contributions to vertical velocities over the

bank in both the upwelling and downwelling cases. There

is striking variation in the w(z1) fields; only certain areas

of the bank show active upwelling or downwelling during

upwelling-favorable winds and downwelling-favorable

winds.

7. Summary and conclusions

This study investigates how coastal banks along

stratified continental shelves influence wind-driven shelf

circulation. Banks can generate significant alongshelf

variability in the current and density fields and can be

areas of asymmetric wind response. Numerical experi-

ments have been conducted to examine upwelling and

downwelling dynamics in the vicinity of symmetric

banks (with idealized bathymetry). The standard bank

(Fig. 1) has similar dimensions to the Heceta Bank

complex along the Oregon shelf: its length is 200 km and

its width is 50 km. Model runs have a shelf slope and

initial stratification representative of conditions along

the Oregon coast. The runs are forced with a constant

southward wind stress of 0.1 Pa. The sign of planetary

vorticity is the only configurational difference between

the upwelling ( f . 0) and downwelling case ( f , 0).

Changing f is equivalent to reversing the wind stress,

since the banks are symmetric.

Two-dimensional (without alongshelf variability) up-

welling and downwelling have been well studied (e.g.,

Allen et al. 1995; Allen and Newberger 1996). During

upwelling conditions, a baroclinic jet forms (flowing

opposite coastal-trapped wave propagation) that is

in geostrophic balance with the barotropic and baro-

clinic pressure gradients; it is in thermal wind balance

with upwelled isopycnals. The upwelling front extends

throughout the water column and the bottom boundary

layer is highly stratified. During downwelling condi-

tions, the geostrophic baroclinic jet flows in the direc-

tion of coastal-trapped wave propagation; the near-

bottom downwelling front has no surface expression

and there is a thick bottom mixed layer. Core velocities

in the downwelling jet are slower than in the upwelling

jet, partially because there is no near-surface across-

shelf density gradient. There are pronounced depar-

tures from 2D dynamics over the bank, yet differences

in the local 2D dynamics over the straight shelf and the

bank center help explain some of the flow characteris-

tics. Compared to the 2D straight-shelf solution, the

front in the 2D bank solution is farther offshore (but

near the same isobath). Sea level differences between

the 2D straight-shelf and 2D bank solutions anticipate

alongshelf pressure gradients consistent with the bend-

ing of the geostrophic flow around the bank.

The upwelling case for the standard bank indicates

flow curves around the bank; the jet core approximately

follows the 90-m isobath. There are significant differ-

ences between these results and the 2D solution: the

upwelling jet and front are much farther offshore over

the bank in the 3D solution and there is a current re-

versal inshore of the main jet. The main upwelling jet is

fastest over the upstream bank half. The jet advects a

tongue of dense water onto the bank; this switches the

sign of the across-shelf density gradient inshore of the

main jet. The across-shelf baroclinic pressure gradient

reversal leads to the changed sign of the depth-averaged

pressure gradient that drives the reversed flow inshore

of the main jet. The largest bottom density change is

near the coast on the upstream bank half; there is less

density change over much of the downstream bank half

than on the straight shelf. These results indicate there

are regions of intensified upwelling on the bank, but

other bank sections have reduced upwelling and even

downwelling.

Flow also bends around the bank in the downwelling

case, but there is less offshore excursion and less curva-

ture than the upwelling case and there are no current

reversals. The downwelling jet core shoals from the

150-m isobath to the 105-m isobath over the bank; the jet

moves back to deeper waters over the downstream bank

half and returns to its original isobath downstream. The

downwelling jet is slowest and widest over the bank.

These results are similar to the 2D results, but the jet is

more detached from the coast. The flow field is highly

symmetric about the bank center. Bottom densities de-

crease most along the downwelling front (near the 100-m

isobath). Unlike during upwelling, there is little density

change close to the coast. Only limited density change

can take place here because the initial bottom density in

shallow waters is close to the density of the surface waters

being downwelled. The bank is an area of reduced

downwelling. Some of the differences between the
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upwelling and downwelling response on the bank are

related to the differences in the density field evolution.

The robust differences between the upwelling and

downwelling jet paths over the bank are preserved in

runs with different planetary vorticity magnitudes. Even

though barotropic potential vorticity is not conserved

over the bank, the two terms in (3a) contributing to

potential vorticity change do tend to partially counter

each other. Because of this tendency, the upwelling jet

responds to depth changes by curving back toward the

original isobath, while the downwelling jet tends to

bend away from the initial isobath. This difference

causes the upwelling jet to follow isobaths more closely

than the downwelling jet (which shoals over the bank).

Results from runs with different bank dimensions re-

veal that the lowest-order depth-averaged across-stream

momentum balance remains geostrophic over all the

banks examined. The curvature vorticity (current mag-

nitude divided by the radius of curvature of the flow),

which measures the importance of advection in the

across-stream momentum balance, is an order of mag-

nitude smaller than f over all banks tested. Streamline

paths in most runs collapse to one curve when scaled by

bank length and width. The exceptions are banks having

an isobath radius of curvature smaller than the inertial

radius. This threshold value for the isobath radius of

curvature is the same as found in studies of inviscid flows

separating from curving coasts and isobaths (e.g., Bor-

mans and Garrett 1989; Klinger 1994; Jiang 1995);

however, the dynamics (including frictional effects) and

the details of flow separation are different in this study.

In the runs exhibiting pronounced flow separation, the

jet is farther offshore at the bank during upwelling and

closer to the coast during downwelling. In both cases, the

main jet remains offshore over deep water far down-

stream of the bank; both jets eventually reattach to their

original isobath. The upwelling jet flows over much

deeper waters than the downwelling jet.

All terms in the depth-averaged alongstream mo-

mentum balance are important over the bank. There is a

striking variation in the primary momentum balances

over different bank sections. During upwelling, mo-

mentum is advected onto the bank by the strong up-

welling jet. The alongstream pressure gradient (ageo-

strophic by definition) is adverse to southward flow

over most of the bank but is favorable to southward

flow at the downstream edge. In the reversal area, the

alongstream pressure gradient supports the northward

currents by balancing wind stress. Bottom friction bal-

ances wind stress close to the coast. Bottom stress

is strong under the main jet. The momentum balance

patterns during downwelling are qualitatively similar to

the upwelling case (except for the absence of a current

reversal). Bottom stress is stronger over the bank in the

downwelling case. In both cases, across-shelf and along-

shelf density advection change density on the bank.

Only certain areas of the bank have significant verti-

cal velocities; these are regions of active upwelling and

downwelling. There is a complex pattern of upwelling

and downwelling occurring over the bank. Vertical ve-

locities at the top of the bottom boundary layer are

generated by topographic upwelling and downwelling

due to cross-isobath flow and Ekman pumping due to

bottom stress curl. Overall, there is intensified upwell-

ing over the modeled bank during upwelling-favorable

winds and reduced downwelling over the bank during

downwelling-favorable winds. There are marked dif-

ferences in the currents, densities, and dynamics over

different sections of the bank. There are even areas of

downwelling in the upwelling case and upwelling in the

downwelling case. This part of the model study reveals

interesting dynamics for upwelling and downwelling

over idealized symmetric banks. These results provide

the necessary context for interpreting dynamics over the

Heceta Bank complex, the focus of Part II of this study

(Whitney and Allen 2009).
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